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 Political Developments 

1. GD slams UNM for raising “neutrality” topic for the discussions 

Since Ukrainian President Zelenskyy made several statements about changing 

country’s attitude towards NATO integration as there are no exact dates of 

accession outlined, he introduced idea of neutrality with the strong guarantees 

from individual western countries towards Ukraine, or creating a new organization 

that would react to the threats towards member states within 24 hrs.  

Later during Saakashvili’s court trial, fourth president of Georgia blamed the ruling 

party to change country’s western foreign vector to neutrality and criticized them 

for collaboration with Russia.  

On this occasion Georgian Dream’s response was straightforward. For instance, 

Vice-Speaker of the Parliament, Gia Volski has reminded the UNM and its leaders 

that Georgian Dream was in charge of writing country’s foreign vector in the 

constitution of Georgia that it will become member of European Union and NATO, 

therefore change of this vector would be unconstitutional.  

Other members of GD have also criticized the opposition calling them radical and 

war party. First Deputy Chairman of Foreign Affairs Committee, Khelashvili said 

that they are probing opportunity to rise the discussion which is in the interests of 

Russia. 

Mayor of Tbilisi has also slammed the opposition for these statement calling them 

Pro-Russian war party (Civil.ge, TV Pirveli, Imedi, March 22-23, 2022).  

 COVID-19 

2. Georgia to abolishes mandatory wearing masks in the open spaces 

Georgia will drop its outdoor mask mandate starting March 28, the Inter-Agency 

Coordination Council responsible for fighting back the pandemic decided today. 

Wearing a face mask will remain obligatory in public transportation and indoor 

spaces, member of the Council, Giorgi Gibradze said in a press briefing. 

Gibradze also announced that restaurants, cafés, arts, entertainment and sports 

venues will be allowed to operate at full capacity. 

Meanwhile, Georgian nationals arriving in the country without presenting a 

negative PCR test result will no longer be required to self-isolate, according to the 

official. 

He added that Georgia will continue its vaccine incentive program through April, 

paying citizens over fifty years GEL 200 (USD 62) for their first jab and GEL 100 

(USD 31) for receiving a booster dose. 

“The pandemic is nearing its end,” Health Minister Zurab Azarashvili said, 

commenting on the Council’s decision. 

“Hospitalization [rate] is significantly decreased… there are less than 800 people 

undergoing treatment at a hospital,” he noted, adding “mortality rate has also 

significantly declined.” (Civil.ge, March 22, 2022) 

3. Georgia Gets Paxlovid COVID Pills 

Georgia has become the first country in the region to receive the initial shipment 

of Paxlovid, Pfizer’s oral anti-viral pills for COVID treatment. 
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The Georgian Health Ministry reported that Paxlovid use will be prioritized for 

COVID patients experiencing mild or moderate illness and are at risk of becoming 

more serious ill, including elderly and people with chronic diseases. 

The Ministry said the five-day treatment course should start immediately after 

patient tests positive for coronavirus (Civil.ge, March 23, 2022). 

 Economy and Social Affairs 

4. Georgia’s Real GDP Growth at 10.4% in 2021 

Georgia’s real GDP growth amounted to 10.4% year-over-year in 2021, according 

to preliminary estimates published by the National Statistics Office (Geostat) on 

March 21. 

The nominal GDP equaled GEL 60.2 billion (USD 18.7 billion) in 2021, up by 22.3% 

annually. Meanwhile, the GDP deflator increased by 10.8% year-over-year. 

Geostat recorded real growth of 43.1% in arts, entertainment and recreation; 

33.5% in electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply; 29.8% in 

accommodation and food service activities; 28.7% in human health and social work 

activities; 27.6% in transportation and storage; 23.9% in information and 

communication; 23.5% in financial and insurance activities; 19.9% in wholesale and 

retail trade, repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles; 13.5% in mining and 

quarrying; 9.2% in real estate activities; 9% in manufacturing (Civil.ge, March 21, 

2022). 

5. Georgia’s Foreign Trade Up 49.3% in January-February 

Georgia’s foreign trade turnover in the first two months of 2022 amounted to USD 

2.54 billion – a 49.3% spike compared to the same period last year, according to 

preliminary estimates released by the National Statistics Office (Geostat) on March 

21. 

Exports increased by 54.5% year-over-year to USD 760.4 million, while imports 

went up 47.2%, reaching USD 1.78 billion. The trade deficit stood at USD 1.02 

billion, making up 40.2% of the trade turnover in January-February 2022. 

Top trading partners by turnover 

 Turkey - USD 354.4 million; 

 Russia — USD 274.6 million; 

 Azerbaijan — USD 248.8 million; 

 China — USD 238.4 million 

 Bulgaria — USD 124.7 million. 

Top Partners by Export 

 China - USD 95.4 million; 

 Russia - USD 92.9 million; 

 Azerbaijan - USD 92.3 million; 

 Bulgaria - USD 83.8 million; 

 Turkey - USD 58.9 million. 

Top Partners by Import 

 Turkey - USD 295.5 million; 

 Russia – USD 181.8 million; 

 Azerbaijan - USD 156.5 million; 

 China - USD 143 million; 

 the U.S - USD 72.4 million (Civil.ge, March 21, 2022). 

6. World Bank Approves USD 509 Mln Programs for Georgia 
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The World Bank approved today a USD 400 million Human Capital Program and a 

USD 109 million Kakheti Connectivity Improvement Project for Georgia. 

In a statement, the bank said the USD 400 million in financing would be its largest 

cross-sectoral investment to Georgia over the 30 years of partnership. 

The Human Capital Program aims to help provide Georgian citizens with “fair and 

equal access to high-quality education, better targeted social benefits, and strong 

preventive healthcare with lowered cost of treatments and medicine,” the 

multilateral bank said. 

The World Bank argued the program will promote the inclusion of vulnerable 

groups in health, social and employment services, including by improving social 

assistance coverage of poor households with children and better preparing and 

connecting the unemployed to job opportunities (Civil.ge, March 23, 2022). 

 Occupied Territories 

7. Bibilov on S. Ossetians in War Against Ukraine 

Kremlin-backed South Ossetian leader Anatoly Bibilov has confirmed rumors that 

Russia’s 4th military base units were sent from the occupied region to Ukraine. 

“I am not the one who gave the order to the 4th military base, because it is the 

Russian army, but when our friend is under the gun… we will stand side by side 

and fight shoulder to shoulder,” Bibilov wrote in his Telegram channel. 

Bibilov defended the participation of S. Ossetians in the war against Ukraine, 

claiming “there is no other way and no other solution for an Ossete man!” 

“I’m told our guys are being sent to their deaths. No! No! – they are being poised 

for victory!” the Kremlin-backed leader noted (Civil.ge, March 21, 2022). 

8. New Law Targets Gali Georgians to ‘Restore Abkhaz Ethnicity’ 

Lawmakers in Russian-occupied Abkhazia adopted legislative amendments that 

will clear the path for the ethnic Georgian majority of the Gali district to obtain 

passports through “restoring Abkhaz ethnicity,” Sokhumi-based Nuzhnaya Gazeta 

reported. 

There are some 30,000 ethnic Georgians in Gali who are deprived of any political 

rights after the Kremlin-backed authorities stripped them of Abkhaz “citizenship” 

in 2014 and 2017. 

But the Gali residents would have to change their Georgian family names to 

Abkhaz surnames to receive the papers. 

The amendments package went through a nearly year-long legislative process 

after “parliament speaker” Valery Kvarchia tabled the relevant bill in March 2021 

(Civil.ge, March 21, 2022). 

9. Tskhinvali Court Dismisses Appeals of Rejected ‘Presidential’ 

Hopefuls 

The top court in the Russian-occupied Tskhinvali Region/South Ossetia has 

dismissed appeals of five “presidential” hopefuls against the election 

administration’s decision to refuse their registration as candidates for the 

upcoming “presidential elections.” 

The court dismissed the lawsuits of lawmaker David Sanakoev and recently ousted 

defense chief Ibragim Gasseev, who are widely seen as incumbent leader Anatoly 

Bibilov’s main contenders, as well as those of artist Geno Kajaev, university lecturer 

Taimuraz Tadtaev and Aslan Kutarov, Tskhinvali-based RES news agency reported 

on March 21.  
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One more rejected candidate Rustam Dzagoev has also filed a lawsuit against the 

local election authorities. His case is pending.  

After the court announcements, some pro-opposition Telegram channels 

described the move as Bibilov’s “attempt to seize power by force” and “destabilize 

the situation in the interests of Georgia.” 

Previously, on February 21, the voting commission also refused to proceed with 

former leader Eduard Kokoity’s registration (Civil.ge, March 22, 2022). 

10. Tskhinvali Rejects to Work with ICC 

Kremlin-backed authorities in Tskhinvali Region/South Ossetia have said they 

“categorically reject” to interact with the International Criminal Court, whose 

prosecutor filed the arrest warrant of three former de facto Tskhinvali officials over 

alleged war crimes in 2008. 

“The absolutely biased in the political sense platform, adopted by this organization 

as a basis for the investigation of the events of August 2008, has nothing to do 

with justice,” said the S. Ossetian “foreign ministry” on March 21 (Civil.ge, March 

23, 2022). 

11. Moscow Slams ICC Prosecutor for Requesting Arrest Warrants of S. 

Ossetian Officials 

Russian Foreign Ministry (MID) Spokesperson Maria Zakharova has slammed the 

International Criminal Court Prosecutor Karim Khan for requesting arrest warrants 

of three de facto South Ossetian officials over alleged war crimes during and in 

the aftermath of the 2008 Russo-Georgian war. 

In a statement late on March 22, Zakharova claimed the Prosecutor “has decided  

to contribute to the anti-Russia hysteria that is raging in the United States, the EU 

and the bodies they are controlling.” 

“The time chosen to issue arrest warrants and the choice of the parties accused 

has shown clearly that the ICC has always been and remains an obedient tool of 

the West,” she further claimed (Civil.ge, March 23, 2022). 

12. Abkhaz Diplomat Visits Moscow 

Chief diplomat of Russian-occupied Abkhazia Inal Ardzinba has met State Duma 

lawmakers and State Secretary of the Union State of Russia and Belarus, Dmitry 

Mezentsev, after arriving in Moscow on March 22. 

Ardzinba’s press service said the diplomat discussed strengthening political and 

economic ties between Abkhazia and Russia with MPs Kazbek Taysaev and 

Alexander Yuschenko of the Communist Party faction and Yana Lantratova of Just 

Russia – For Truth faction. 

Following the meeting, Ardzinba said the sides focused on simplifying crossing 

procedures for Russian nationals on the Psou checkpoint, located on the Abkhaz-

controlled sector of Georgia’s border with Russia, in the northwesternmost part of 

the region (Civil.ge, March 23, 2022).   

Security & Foreign Policy 
13. CSOs Propose 10-Step Plan on EU Membership 

 the CSOs stated the need to develop a national strategy for Georgia’s 

accession to the EU and create an effective monitoring mechanism ensuring the 

involvement of civil society. 

 they said the democratic reforms, envisaged by the EU-broked April 19, 

2021 accord between the Georgian Dream and opposition parties, shall be 

implemented.  
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 CSOs spoke of strengthening diplomatic efforts to ensure the timely 

adoption of the new Georgia-EU Association Agenda with Member States and 

begin its effective implementation. 

 CSOs stressed the need to make the necessary diplomatic efforts to 

expedite the adoption of the European Commission Candidate Status Assessment 

Questionnaire. 

 the signatory civil society outfits proposed to mobilize the relevant 

human, financial, and technical resources (including the creation of a relevant 

agency and/or inter-agency working group) to facilitate the timely submission of 

the Questionnaire. 

 the plan stressed the need to amend the Statute of the EU Integration 

Commission of Georgia to increase the intensity and efficiency of its work. 

 to make the process transparent and inclusive, including by establish a 

National Council for Accession to the EU, which is composed of experts and has 

the status of an advisory body. 

 CSOs said the government shall consider appointing opposition members 

as the chairpersons of several committees in the Parliament, including those of 

European Integration and Foreign Relations, as per the April 19 deal.  

 the organizations said effective steps shall be taken to strengthen the 

format of EU Associated Trio of Georgia, Moldova, and Ukraine; to normalize 

relations with Ukraine; and to establish a joint summit between the Trio and the 

EU. 

 the CSOs argued the government should ensure the management of 

expectations related to accession process and maintain relevant internal and 

external communication (Civil.ge, March 18, 2022). 

14. Three Georgian Volunteer Fighters Killed in Ukraine 

Georgians are mourning the death of three compatriot volunteer fighters in 

Ukraine. 

Gia Beriashvili and Davit Ratiani were killed early on March 18 on the Irpin front, 

northwest of Kyiv, defending the Ukrainian capital from invading Russian forces. 

“Dato [Davit Ratiani] lived like a hero and died like a hero: helping a French soldier 

with an injured leg to reach the assembly point. A mine blast killed Dato on the 

spot,” wrote journalist Aleksei Bobrovnikov, Ratiani’s friend, on Facebook. 

A vigil honoring Beriashvili and Ratiani was held in Tbilisi outside the Parliament 

building on March 19. The two fighters were also remembered in Batumi and 

Zugdidi, western Georgia. 

Also on March 19, reports emerged that another Georgian fighting for Ukraine, 

Bakhva Chikobava died in Mariupol, a besieged Ukrainian city on the Azov Sea 

(Civil.ge, March 19, 2022). 

15. Georgia Eases Enrollment Rules for Ukrainian Pupils 

Georgia offers simplified school enrollment procedures to Ukrainian pupils, 

affected by Russia’s ongoing war against Ukraine. 

Early on March 19, Georgia’s Ministry of Education and Science said 38 Ukrainian 

schoolchildren had already enrolled in schools in Tbilisi, the capital and other 

regions. 

Parents of a total of 72 Ukrainian pupils have expressed wishes for their kids to 

continue studies in Georgian schools, it added. 
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Ukrainian schoolchildren are allowed to study in both Georgian state-owned and 

private schools. They are eligible to study in Georgian, as well as in other offered 

languages of their preference (Civil.ge, March 20, 2022). 

16. Georgian PM, German Chancellor Hold Phone Talk 

Georgian Prime Minister Irakli Garibashvili, in a call with German Chancellor Olaf 

Scholz today, discussed Georgia’s EU membership application and Russia’s war 

against Ukraine. 

PM Garibashvili expressed hope that Germany will support Georgia as the EU 

considers its membership application, considering Berlin’s important role in the 

European and Euro-Atlantic integration of the country, the Georgian PM’s 

administration said. 

The two officials also touched upon the worsening security environment in Eastern 

Europe amid hostilities in Ukraine, according to the report. The Georgian PM 

stressed the importance of joint efforts by the international community and world 

leaders to end the war as soon as possible (Civil.ge, March 22, 2022). 

17. Georgian President Talks with EU’s Borrell 

Georgia’s President Salome Zurabishvili spoke over the phone with the High 

Representative of the European Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, Josep 

Borrell. 

“Talked with [Josep Borrell] on Georgia’s accelerated European integration path 

and on security, including the security of the Black Sea,” the President tweeted 

(Civil.ge, March 22, 2022). 

18. NATO must “step up” individual support for Georgia, Bosnia and 

Herzegovina - Sec Gen 

NATO must step up individual support for Georgia and Bosnia and Herzegovina, 

Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg told a briefing ahead of a summit of alliance 

leaders on Tuesday. 

Stoltenberg expressed hope NATO allies would agree to intensify individual 

support for partners he described as being at risk from Russian pressure following 

its invasion of Ukraine last month (Agenda.ge, March 23, 2022). 

19. Polish President calls for Georgia, Moldova, Ukraine to receive EU 

candidate status in “next few weeks” 

The NATO summit starting this Thursday should “focus particularly” on the 

situation in Ukraine and Georgia, Polish President Andrzej Duda said on Tuesday 

during a meeting with his Romanian counterpart Klaus Iohannis. 

Duda announced that together with Iohannis he would emphasise the European 

prospects of Ukraine, Moldova and Georgia, following the three countries’ formal 

applications earlier this month to join the European Union (Agenda.ge, March 23, 

2022). 

 


